
ISSUE 1

the story 
of laval and cragger



Chima, a magical world of untamed nature, beauty and wonder. Rolling from the 
majestic Mount Cavora, the CHI Falls provide life, harmony and balance to the land. 
The power of the CHI is stored in the precious orbs inside the Lion Temple located 
below the CHI Falls. The noble Lions share the CHI equally, with all the animal 
tribes of Chima.
The power of the CHI has ensured peace and balance between the animals of Chima 
for eons.But not anymore! Cragger, the Crocodile Prince, has planned a revolt 
against the noble Lions.
He’s joined forces with the Wolves and Ravens and together they plan to conquer 
the noble Lions and seize the CHI of Chima! 

The Lions and Eagles defend courageously…

These are the Legends of Chima:

Laval the Lion Prince 
— Young, brave 
and strong, Laval 
protects the CHI 
and assures it is 
shared equally by 
all the animals.

Eris the Eagle 
— Laval’s good 
friend. She is wise, 
brave, and always 
willing to help 
out when Laval 
gets into trouble.

Cragger the Crocodile 
Prince — Backed by 
his sister Crooler, he 
wants to control all 
of the CHI in Chima.

Leader of the Wolf 
pack, not to be 
trusted. Willing 
to do anything to 
maintain his control 
of the pack, whether 
it’s win, loose, cheat, 
or run away.

Chief hustler, 
respected and 
revered by the 
Raven tribe, who 
like to collect 
shiny objects.
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Laval and Eris are returning after a successful raid on the 
Wolf’s compound and the Raven’s Spires. They have reclaimed a 
large quantity of CHI and are in high spirits...

Nice going Eris! Not only did we get all of the Chi back 
from the Wolves and Ravens, but we did it without a fight, 
or even breaking a sweat! 
You take the CHI back to the Lion City, and I’ll make sure 
that Cragger isn’t up to anything bad!

This will “not” stand! 
Goody two shoes 
Laval and Eris are 
causing havoc again! 
Gaaaarh! I hate 
Eris and that darn 
eagle plane! “So” 
unsportsman-like!

They very rudely and disrespectfully reclaimed 
a large quantity of CHI that we had recently 
acquired in a very honorable and noble... well... 
theft! This is bad for business, yes?

You’re “quite” right! And I’m confident 
that Cragger will… er... I mean our “great 
leader“ will... set this right... Correct 
great leader? 

Nobody mocks a wolf! They’re taking “our” CHI 
back to the Lion City in Eris’s Interceptor! This 
will “not” stand!

Meanwhile… In a crisis meeting aboard the 
Crocodile Command Ship in the swamp.

Awwww!
What are they up to this time?

Roger Laval;
I’ll get the CHI back safely!
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YEAH! ... that’s right! I am a great leader! 
This will “not” stand! Follow me! I have 
a “great” plan to clip that birds wings!

How did he come up with a great plan so fast?

Er... Cragger… Are you sure this is a great 
plan? Wolves aren’t meant to fly!

Alright! Here we are! The Grand Archway is the 
perfect spot for an ambush! When Eris comes 
by, we are “so” going to “Croc her world!”

All I know is that that my CHI reserves 
are low and I haven’t made a healthy profit 
today!
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Oh-oh! Too much 
weight! I’m going 
down! Better 
think fast! Aha! 
I know!

Gonna need a little help myself here! 
Better plug a CHI orb!

The CHI is ours!
All hail Prince Cragger for his “great” plan!

Yeah! Yeah! Hail! Hail!

Whatever!

Oh no! Eris has crashed… I need to help 
her out!
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Drop the CHI swamp boy! Release Eris and hand it 
over! That CHI belongs to all the animals of Chima!

I say it belongs to “us”! Anyway who’s 
going to make us? You and what army?

I was hoping that you would say that! You see Eris didn’t 
really crash... she actually made a perfect landing...

. . . And right here in Lion territory! So what do you say? How about 
you just hand over the CHI and we let you leave here peacefully?

Aaaaagh! Fine! You win this time 
Laval! But we’ll get you for 
this! (How am I going to explain 
this to Crooler?)

The battle for chi continues on lego.com/chima6



Learn more and challenge friends at LEGO.com/CHIMA
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